
Choosing You Print Partner:
ePS Pace vs. Other MIS/ERPs
Which One Fits Your Business Better? 

Discover what sets  ePS  Midmarket 
Print Suite and ePS Pace apart from 
the rest! Dive into the side-by-side 
comparison of ePS Pace and other 
MIS/ERPs
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Customization

Full customization

Pace's customization toolkit 
allows you to edit and extend 
every database object. Includes 
robust options for tailored 
reports.

Competitors do not offer this 
level of flexibility and adaptability, 
limiting your ability to tailor the 
system to your specific needs.

Limited Customization
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API

Greater API
Functionality

Pace API shines with advanced 
functionality, superior integration, 
and a broader feature set, 
offering adaptability and a 
competitive edge.

Competitors' APIs are limited to 
updating production status, 
lacking features like user or 
customer creation.

Limited API

VS
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Report Queries

Built-in Reporting

PaceStation offers 
comprehensive reporting and 
system-wide query capabilities for 
enhanced functionality.

Competitors offer reports, but 
they come at an additional cost 
for comprehensive reporting 
features and customization 
options, impacting your overall 
budget.

Expensive

VS
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Production Visibility

Insight with
Workbench

Bundled with Pace, Workbench 
offers personalized user views. 
Enhance your insights by 
incorporating charts and graphs, 
bringing your data to life!

Competitors charge additional 
costs as customization in their 
systems necessitates a systems 
administrator.

Billable

VS
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Accounting Capabilities

Integrated Accounting 

Pace's integrated accounting 
streamlines financial 
management, handling expenses, 
revenue, and overall financial 
health alongside your print 
operations.

Competitors provide limited 
accounting capabilities, lacking 
the comprehensive financial 
management integration found in 
Pace.

Limited Capability
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Shipping Rate Quotes

Accurate shipping rate
calculations

Instantly access rapid 
multi-carrier quotes using ePS 
Process Shipper, providing precise 
rate quotes based on your 
package weight and dimensions.

Competitors frequently offer 
imprecise and overly broad 
shipping estimates, leading to 
potential inaccuracies

Imprecise

VS


